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Effex r8

introduction
Effex r8 is a fully telescopic beam system.
Allowing for shared componentry using various
desktop shapes, Effex is an alternative solution to
the standard individual desk.
At Imperial we pride ourselves in manufacturing
quality office furniture.

effex r8

Effex r8 beam desking is a telescopic, fully cable managed and telescopic
desking system that offers continuous bench style solutions.

Tool rail screens offer an added option for storage maximising desktop space.
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Effex legs can be substituted for shared storage units. Available as a pedestal, open storage unit,
tambour or cupboard they reduce the need for additional legs and storage.

A full range of accessories are available for the Effex range. Leg mounted CPU holders add the
ability to maximise desk space and hide unsightly PC towers beneath your desk.
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Effex r8 also offers a cantilever leg design for an alternative visual
appeal. The cantilever leg allows for extra leg space beneath your
desktop.

Wave, straight and curved desktop screens in various styles
and finishes can be added to further enhance your desk
configuration.
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‘I’ Frame Leg Design
incorporating telescopic beam

The telescopic beam allows for desk sizes between 1000mm and
1800mm. Extensions can be added to create continuous rows to
desking.

Effex r8 double wave desk tops, ‘I’ frame leg design and shared
pedestal storage units provide an appealing asthetic solution.

Cantilever Leg Design
incorporating telescopic beam
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Universal Storage
Low to high storage

Desk high storage
(no handles)

(available as 2062mm, 1657mm, 1252mm, 847mm & 725mm high)

radial end
open storage

radial end
tambour storage

wave tambour
storage

600mm deep
mobile tambour unit

600mm deep
mobile open unit

600mm deep
tambour unit

600mm deep
open unit

Desk high storage
(with a choice of handle)

1200mm & 1000mm wide
tambour units

1200mm & 1000mm wide
open tambour units

600mm deep
mobile cupboard

1000mm & 800mm wide
open units

1000mm & 800mm wide
pigeon hole units

1000mm, 800mm & 600mm
wide bookcases

600mm deep
cupboard

1000mm & 1200mm wide
sliding door cupboards

combination
open unit

corner bookcase

1200mm & 1600mm wide
credenza units

combination
cupboard unit

525mm & 600mm deep
side filers

Desk high pedestals

(Available with 2, 3 or 4 drawers and a choice of handle)

Low to high storage
(available as 2062mm, 1657mm, 1252mm, 847mm & 725mm high with a choice of handle)

wave extension
pedestals

extension pedestals

narrow 600mm
deep pedestals

600mm
deep pedestals

narrow 800mm
deep pedestals

800mm
deep pedestals

Mobile pedestals
(with a choice of handle)

1000mm & 800mm wide
open cupboards

Personal lockers

1000mm & 800mm wide
cupboards

Filing cabinets

(choice of 2, 3, 4 or a single door option)

(with a choice of handle)

narrow mobile
pedestals

mobile
pedestals

(choice of 2 or 3 drawers)

narrow tall mobile
pedestal

tall mobile
pedestal

(3 drawers only)

(3 drawers only)

600mm deep
mobile desk high
pedestal
(3 drawers only)

800mm deep
mobile desk high
pedestal
(3 drawers only)

Fixed pedestals & pull out tower
(with a choice of handle)

personal lockers available
with various door options
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600mm deep filing cabinets
(4, 3 or 2 drawers)

525mm deep filing cabinets
(4, 3 or 2 drawers)

fixed
pedestals
(choice of 2 or 3 drawers)

pull out
tower
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Finishes

BOARD FINISHES

Trim Finishes
All metalwork is epoxy powder coated with a choice of up to 3 finishes as standard.

All products are manufactured using 18 & 25mm thick Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC) sourced from across the
world for optimum quality. An impressive Selection of 17 board finishes and 21 backboard finishes are available.
Colours storage is available with a choice of 17 board finishes for fascias and doors.
All desking, storage & pedestal tops are finished with 2mm PVC heavy duty edging tape.

(AN)

(N)

(DN)

(SC)

Anthracite

Walnut

Dijon Walnut

Santiago Cherry

(CO)

(LO)

(B)

(SO)

Light Oak

Beech

Stone Oak

(W)

(S)

White RAL 9016

Silver RAL 9006

Desktop SHapes
VDU

Wave

Double
Wave

Radial

600-800
Deep

800-1000
Deep

800-1000
Deep

1000-1200
Deep

1000-1800
Width

Calva Oak

(BL)
Black RAL 9017

1000-1800
Width

1000-1800
Width

1400-1800
Width

Scooped
Radial

Universal
Radial

1200 Deep

1400-1800
Deep

1400-1800
Width

1400-1800
Width

Angular
Desktop

Conference
Radial

Shaped
Radial

1200
Segment

1131 Deep

1200 Deep

1570 Deep

800 Deep

1766-1966
Width

2000 Width

1800 Width

1200 Width

BOARDROOM

(VO)

(CM)

(JA)

Verade Oak

Canadian Maple

Japanese Ash

(BL)

(S)

(G)

(W)

Black

Silver

Grey

White

(M)

(ST)

Mocha

Slate

For an accurate representation of all board finishes please request an Imperial Finishes Card.
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Boardroom tables are available in various shapes and sizes. Effex r8 legs and
beams allow for a fully cable managed solution.
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